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For the Year of the Dragon 

In 1976, the Year of the Dragon, Zen Master Seung Sahn had written a poem like this : 
 

Here is Jin, which is Truth. 
Jin Song means True Pine Tree- 
True Pine Tree has no roots. 
Jin Kwang means True Light- 
True Light has no shadow. 
  
Jin Um means True Sound- 
That is the sound of the flute with no holes. 
What does it mean? 
  
If you find the dragon's tooth hair 
Then show it to me; 
Then I'll tell you that 1976 
Is the year of the Dragon. 

 
2012 is also a dragon year. How can the above poem help us in this year of 2012? 
 
How does “true pine tree has no roots” help our life? This is Zen teaching. In Buddhism we say our eyes, ears, nose, 
tongue, body and mind are our six roots. These six roots constantly control us. Being naturally enslaved by them, we 
respond to our life  with  ignorance, greed and hatred.  As a consequence, we create life and death and continue to 
cause suffering for ourselves and others. So the year of the dragon is for us to retrain our habit of using our eyes, ears, 
nose, tongue, body and mind so that wisdom and compassion naturally arises. These six roots are like a tree. A tree 
can only grow if there is a root. If the root is dead, the tree will die. The six roots are the source that will tie us to life 
and death. At the same time, these six roots are the foundation for enlightenment. It is up to us how we use them 
correctly.   
  
Zen means to attain the moment. In experiencing the moment, there is no thinking. Thinking makes things pleasant or 
not pleasant.  In the relative world, there is pleasant and not pleasant but it is really up to us how we use it and not to 
be enslaved by it. Let us use all our pleasant and unpleasant experiences and learn from them and let go.  Letting go 
itself will bring us to True Light. True Light has no shadow. No shadow means no karma. Buddha taught us that 
karma is like a shadow always following us. Karma also means habit. If we don't repeat our mistakes and instead, 
learn from them and make correct life, then we will not make further karma. Instead we will build up a bodhisattva 
karma which has no shadow, action in only helping others without condition. 
 
True Sound come from a flute with no hole. This is a very high class practice. There is a Zen saying : Silence is better 
than holiness. Nowadays we are all very busy talking and thinking. We cannot hear each other's need. We just want 
others to listen to us.  When anybody tries to teach or pass a message to us, we can only hear our own thinking and 
opinion. That is a big problem! That is why we make many mistakes and blame others for our mistakes. We cannot 
connect with the present moment, relate to others or function accordingly. So let us together learn the art of keeping 
our mind silent and learn to listen and correctly use our encouraging speech to help each other. 
 
Finally the poem says:  “Dragon tooth has no hair.” This means that we have to wake up. “Enlightenment is found in 
this world. If you search for Bodhi ( Wisdom ) outside of this world, it is like looking for a rabbit's horn.” Not make 
rabbit horn and dragon tooth hair, come back to here and now. What is this? 
  

Happy New Year of the Dragon, 2012! 
May you have a clear and bright year, go anywhere with no hindrance and 
get true happiness, wisdom and help each other! 

 
Dae Kwan Hyang Um 
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22/1  大除夕午夜鳴鐘迎新歲                                    Chinese New Year’s Eve Bell-hitting Ceremony 
 
ɛÜÇǂɠƙȬHÜ5µLé¿ēġ°ȭ®�¯Ǆǚɐȟeâ�ųwóǲɠŌȅ°ÃɚVȈǅ
ȅĞɠǙǔȟƼ�óǲɠūǁÕ�ÃFƖƘɠȇ�:ƃ�ÛɠƧŨĘɨɠƕı�ǶɠFï¿
ÂɠȃɍaÞɠµā�Ɨɟ°Ã�¤ � Ĳ � ģďȪ7ƇĞĨƖɃǝŁC�ƙȬɠ;Ōȅǿ�
ŕıɟ�
 
On the eve of Chinese New Year, Su Bong Zen Monastery will arrange a special mid-night bell-hitting and kido 
chanting for our families and everybody, for world peace, a better economy and harmony in society. May all 
beings attain good health and a mind filled with Great Love and Great Wisdom. All are welcome to join. You 
may also return the enclosed dedication form to Zen Center before 21/1/2012. Sponsors are welcome. 
 
=ɩɥ� °jƙØɞ�2.34/0�đÊØ�

�ƐŕØ�
Teacher:  Zen Master Dae Kwang,  

Andrzej JDPSN & Sunims 

ģĶɥ� � Ĳ  ģ�¯ �� ɪ �� uǂ��
� ģtī � ɪ �� u�

Date: 11:30p.m., 22 Jan. �  
1:30a.m., 23 Jan. 2012 

¥ɗɥ� ƚÑƙȬ� Place: Su Bong Zen Monastery 

!

23-25/1��新春三日迴向                                                                              3-day New Year Dedication 
 
5Ü>ǩ¤ġĨɠ5ģ>ǩ¤ġīɟĨƠĤ7ǃƐØgãƌƢ¤ƙȬ5Ȁq[ɠƖƘǁÕɞÃ
FɞĴ�ɞÔSɞƕıɞ¡Ã�:ƃɟɃ �� ȄɛÜɠóóǑĖïɠģģĩ´ģɠčɃƈ
ĊÍɟŌȅǿ�ɟ�
 
The plan for the year starts from the spring. The plan for the day starts from the morning. In the morning of 
Chinese New Year, you are invited to come to Zen Center and practice together and make dedication to 
yourself, family, friends, your work, society, country and this world. We wish that 2012 is a year of joy, 
wisdom and prosperity. Sponsors are welcome. 
 
=ɩɥ� ĦřŕØ� Officiated by:  Myong Hae Sunim 

ģĶɥ� � Ĳ � ģǂ � ģ�Üv5ǂ6�� Date: 23-25 Jan. 2012 (Mon – Wed) 

nÄɥ� Üv5�ɤǒ�ƹƐóǲ�
ÜvA�ɤ°ý��
Üv6�ɤo�oR°ĉû�

Program: 23/1 � Hwa Um Song Jong Chanting 
24/1 � Great Dharani 
25/1 � 88 Buddha Repentance Chanting 

ɪȣɥ� 7� �� ɪ �� uǂ8� � ɪ �� u� Time: 10:30am � 12:30pm 

¥ɗɥ� ƚÑƙȬ� Place: Su Bong Zen Monastery 

�Üv5ǂ6Ī7ƙ¦Į`ɟ� *There will be NO sitting meditation in the evenings of 
23-25 Jan. 2012. 
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5/2  覺修寺冬安居圓滿日一天禪修                     One Day Retreat - Closing of Winter Kyol Che 
 
ǥ[Æs¿ÎƬƭǄǚǂ  Ĳ � ģ¢ŤƤĺɠ°Ã�L¤  Ĳ � ģ�~5±ƙ[ɠǣǸ�P
ØgÀĊƙ[ɠqŔŕ�ɠ;�ǙŎǇŊWdɠĂ÷�PÊØ�ŕØƇăýěÊ�ėɩɟ�
 
The Winter Kyol Che at Gak Su Temple will complete on 6 February 2012. On 5 February, you are invited to 
join a one-day retreat to share the joy of the dharma and practice. You can also take this opportunity to show 
our gratitude to our teachers and sunims for their teachings and support. 
 
ģĶɥ�  Ĳ � ģɢħĶģɣ� Date: 5 Feb. 2012 (Sunday) 
ɪȣɥ� 7� � ɪĻŚŠȠƝȳ��

8� � ɪ �� uȶŰ�
Time: 8:00am gathers at Tung Chung MTR 

5:30pm departs 

ǼƁɥ�� ���ɢ�ĐéȆĻŚ�ɒšC
Ȋɣ�

Fee: $200 (including transportation to and 
from Tung Chung and Luk Wu) 

ª�ɥ� �ɂĳȫɠðɀª�ɟı�fiɟ� Registration: Quotas are limited and registration is 
required. Priority to members. 

����  ������ (� +��

25/2  三百拜                                                                                                                       300 Bows!
!
=ɩɥ� ÊØ�ƐŕØ� Teacher: Guiding Teachers & Sunims 
ģĶɥ�  Ĳ � ģ��ħĶp�� Date: 25 Feb. 2012 (Saturday) 
ɪȣɥ� 8� �ɪ �� uǂ8� � ɪ� Time: 3:30pm – 6:00pm 
¥ɗɥ� ƚÑƙȬ� Place: Su Bong Zen Monastery 
ǼƁɥ� kǼ� Fee: Free 
�~Ƶɥ� Ōȅ°Ɛ�~ɠŬɀª�ɟ� Participant: All are welcome. Registration not 

required. 
!

19/2  一天禁語襌修                                                                                  One Day Silent Retreat!
�
Ő±ċ]ƇȃɍȔȹǢɄŲƇŢɅɠŐģċ]ƇïȺDȹǢŝĦƇ[ɩɟǰȒTV�~5±ƙ
[ɠ5ȀŖţï<«§ɠȆ�ŝĦƇǁöɟ� 
Everyday we need to nourish our bodies with food. The same applies to our mind, which needs a practice to 
become clear everyday. Zen Centre invites you to join a 1-day retreat to refresh our mind and return to our true 
nature that is clear like space. 
 
=ɩɥ� °jƙØ� Teacher: Zen Master Dae Kwang 
ģĶɥ�  Ĳ �� ģ��ħĶģ�� Date: 19 Feb. 2012 (Sunday) 
ɪȣɥ� 7� �ɪǂ8� � ɪ� Time: 9:00 am to 6:00 pm 
¥ɗɥ� ƚÑƙȬ� Place: Su Bong Zen Monastery 
ǼƁɥ� �����ı���
�����Ƚı��� Fee: $100(member) / $120 (non-member) 
�~Ƶɥ� ðɀª�ɟ�

įƧ�~¦ƙv½ơIɟ�
Participant: Registration is required. Already attended 

the introduction on sitting meditation. 
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May!donors!be!well!and!happy,!enjoy!long!life!and!get!what!you!wish.!And!may!your!merit!and!wisdom!grow.!
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New Year Aspirations 
 
2012 has just begun and the Chinese New Year of the Dragon is approaching. This is a good 
time to look at our personal aspirations for the new year. Are there things that you want to 
achieve or work towards this year? 
 
This year is also the 20th anniversary of Su Bong Zen Monastery. The Zen Center offers you a 
chance to make a “New Year Aspirations Project” to help to achieve your plans for this year. 
You can fill in your new year aspirations on the form below and return it to the Zen Center 
office before 25th January 2012 (remember to keep copy of your own!) as a commitment to 
yourself. The forms will then be placed on the altar so that your commitments can be 
supported by our practice and Dharma energy so that they may be fulfilled. In the year end 
of 2012, we will invite you for a workshop to share and review your experience in achieving 
your project. 
 
Your new year aspirations can be things in daily life that you may wish to fulfill. For 
example, if you seldom spend time with your family, you may commit to have dinner with 
your family every week and learn to care for the elderlies at home. If you get angry easily, 
you may vow to do chanting of metta everyday. If you tend to be lazy, you can make a vow 
to strengthen your practice by, for example, doing 108 bows or sitting for 30 minutes 
everyday.  Also, you may try to improve your interpersonal relationships, such as resolving 
relations with certain person. What is important is that your plan should be one that can 
improve and benefit your life in a certain area, breakthrough barriers and transform our 
habits. Once you commit to fulfill your aspirations and if you face obstacles or need support, 
you are welcome to consult the teachers to support and guide you through them so that you 
can fulfill your commitments.  
 
We wish you a happy new year that is filled with joy and strong Dharma energy and that we 
continue to practice together as a Sangha to turn our karma into wisdom and compassion to 
help each other and all beings. 
 

 
 

New Year Aspirations 
 
My aspirations for 2012: 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Name:  Email:  
Date:  Telephone:  
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Dedicated Name 
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Address

�����

Wishes

����� �

Dedicated Name 

���
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Address

�����

Wishes

�������
Chinese New Year Special Dedication

**�� 25/1/2012 ����������	���**

32 Leighton Road, 5/F. Starlight House, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong        Tel : 28919315              Fax : 25750093              

Please fax or send back this form to Zen Center before 25/1/2012. 

32 Leighton Road, 5/F. Starlight House, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong        Tel : 28919315              Fax : 25750093              

Please fax or send back this form to Zen Center before 25/1/2012. 

**�� 25/1/2012 ����������	���**

�������
Chinese New Year Special Dedication


